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As a wholesaler, ARPE offers an extensive range 

of barbecues, grills, smokers, fire baskets, garden 

fireplaces, flame and gas heaters and coolers, infrared  

panels, LED flame lights and accessories of all kinds. 

We import our products independently of one another 

for an optimal price / performance ratio.

ARPE has all exclusive rights to sell EAZYBBQ and 

ACTIVA products in the Netherlands and in most 

other European countries as well as in all countries on 

the African continent. 

We supply garden centers, web shops, department 

stores, paving companies, gardeners, flower shops 

and other retailers; also with private labels. In the 

Netherlands, but certainly beyond!

Please visit our website for more information.

Would you like to receive our price list or more 

information about delivery outside the Netherlands? 

Please contact us. Or download our catalog from the 

website.

We are convinced of the quality of our products! In 

the unlikely event that something is wrong, please 

let us know immediately. We solve it, replace it, in 

short: we make sure that you are 100% satisfied. All 

of our products have a one-year warrenty against 

manufacturing defects.
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catalog, as these may differ from the actual product.



Nice and cool: our popular Kamado’s!
Made form high-quality ceramic material, which 
keeps the heat in the barbecue.
The insulation ensures that you can grill, smoke, 
cook, bake, steam and slow cook.
The exclusive 21 inch Kamado is the highlight of 
our range. A long service life due to the high-quality 
materials and production.
The 13 inch Kamado is placed on the garden table 
with the chassis and all. With the lid you create an 
oven effect and you can read the temperature on the 
built-in thermometer.
Also available: 13 inch rain covers and 13 inch pizza 
stones.

Kamado 13” Ø 33 cm. | 24 kg.
Matt black | Shiny black

Kamado 21” Ø 53 cm. | 80 kg.
Shiny black, with stainless steel base

KAMADO’S
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SMOKER STICKS
EAZYBBQ’s smoker sticks (flavour pellets): 100% natural, 
made from aromatic ecologically grown plants, without 
chemical additives. Simply add a smoker stick to a burning 
classic charcoal barbecue and let the great taste that the 
smoke effect gives to the dishes suprise you!  

4 pellets per taste in a package. Delivered in a display box 
with 10 packages.

Available in eight distinctive aromas: 

Thyme

Basil

Rosemary

Tarragon

Dill

Whisky

Sage

Oregano



BARBECUES
We specialize in barbecues! We supply all types and sizes of charcoal, gas and electric barbecues 
and grills, even the tough Kamado’s, of the best quality. This is a selection from our range.

CLASSIC CHARCOAL BARBECUES:

AMERIKAANSE SMOKER-BARBECUES:

BBQ Kopenhagen
36,5 x 43 cm - table model

BBQ tool setSmoker Texas
110 x 133 x 64 cm

Smoker Springfield
150 x 145 x 45 cm

Elec. BBQ Willy
58 x 46 x 98 cm

BBQ Rockford 
73 x 103 x 65 cm.

BBQ Montenegro
55 x 86 cm
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Kogelbarbecue
black - Ø 36 cm
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BARBECUES QUANTITY DISCOUNT
We supply these barbecues and grills per 20 or 40-foot sea container. The delivery time is therefore a 
bit longer, but the prices are very favourable! Please inquire about the options, prices and quantities 
that we compile for you per item and customized delivery. 
 
THE LARGE BATCHES VS. LOW PRICE RANGE:

Dual Fuel BBQ | 184 x 53 x 116 cm.
Burning on both charcoal and gas: for the real barbecue chef!
2 lids each with thermometer, gas unit with 3 stainless steel burners,
side burner in side shelf near gas unit, Piezo ignition for gas unit and
side burner, foldable side shelf, 2 warming racks, 2 sturdy wheels for
easy moving, stainless steel spice holder, stainless steel bottle opener, chimney
on lid of charcoal unit, cooking area gas grill: 1982 m2, cooking area
charcoal grill: 1853 cm2, warming rack gas grill: 750 cm2, warming rack charcoal
grill: 645 cm2, cooking height: 85 cm. Regulator supplied (to e.g. UK)
suitable for propane gas; regulator supplied (to e.g. Ireland) suitable for butane gas.

Oil Drum charcoal BBQ | 114 x 65,5 x 100 cm.
Strong and durable steel construction.
Thermometer in lid, including ash catcher, foldable
front shelf and side shelf, base storage shelf, trolley with
sturdy wheels for easy moving, cooking grill: 70 x 35 cm,
warming rack: 67 x 16 cm, cooking height: 81 cm.
 
Smoker BBQ | 108 x 62 x 113 cm.
Combination of traditional charcoal barbecue and
smoker for grilling and smoking.
2 separate closed compartments for grilling directly or
indirectly, separate sections for smoking and barbecue,
air vent and chimney cap for adjustable air flow, thermo-
meter in lid for temperature control in the smoking compartment,
2 cooking grills size: 298 x 262 mm each, steel front shelf,
sturdy legs and wheels, bottom shelf.
 
Folding BBQ | 46 x 29 x 30 cm. | Folded: 45 x 42 x 3 cm.
Convenient folding barbecue.
Body durable steel for long lifetime, easy to carry, cooking grill: 43 x 28 cm. 

Barbecue Tools Gift Set (content: 13 pcs)
Durable stainless steel. Easy to clean with handy aluminium storage case.

Burning onboth charcoaland gas: for thereal barbecuechef!



EAZYBBQ: exclusively with ARPE!

The all-in-one barbecue concept: for safe, simple and easy grilling, with clean hands and a clean table. 
Grill time: at least 2 hours.
Available for 2-8 persons (Family), for 8-16 persons (Party), and as a Disposable barbecue.
New to our range: the On-The-Go reusable BBQ, with handy isotherm carrier bag and instant coolers 
for meat and drinks!

EAZYBBQ: Premium sustainable lump charcoal: cooks for hours and provides great tasting flavour to 
your food. Environmentally friendly box Lights without a fire starter or chemical accelerant that ruin 
the taste of your food. 

Family         Party         On-The-Go        Disposable    BBQ in carrier bag

Available in display with promo materials.

EAZYBBQ
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CHARCOAL

BESTCHARCOAL 100% White Oak
Contains 100% Quebracho Blanco (White Oak) 
and is ideal for restaurants, retailers and even 
home barbecues. Quebracho Blanco wood, 
also known as “axe breaker” due to its extreme 
density, is 40% harder than other lump charcoal 
woods and gives double the typical heat and 
burn time of a briquette. Enjoy hours of clean 
and low smoke cooking.
Ideal for use with all types of Kamado barbecues!
Weight: 15 kg.

BESTCHARCOAL Blend of Birch and Oak
Restaurant quality from Europe. Handpicked, 
handcut and hand-fired in brick kilns. The harder 
the wood, the better the charcoal. Your grilling 
will be done in no time. All natural with no 
chemicals or additives. 
Weight: 10 kg.

EAZYBBQ Charcoal “ZERO”
Only the very best charcoal is good enough 
for ARPE’s range! Charcoal ZERO’s wood is 
biologically grown, FSC and PEFC certified and 
produced without any emission (CO2: zero). 
Quality: DIN plus.
Contents: 7.5L, 15L, 30L and 60L.
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Experience the magic of the second grill!

No flare-ups.

More flavour.

Less fat.

Universal system. 

Suitable for dishwasher and
high pressure cleaning.

• Grillstream’s magic double grills prevent fat dripping down onto the burner and causing flare-ups.
• Less fat, more flavour: food is more succulent and more of the juices can evaporate,
 basting the food with added barbecue flavour.
• Easy clean: minimal fat drips down tot he inner barbecue so all you need to do is brush the grills 
 and empty the fat cup.
• Available in two versions: Ø47 cm. and Ø57 cm.

GRILLSTREAM



Vesuvius Pellet Fireplace
With 4.5 kg pellets the Vesuvius burns for 
more than 3 hours!

Size (WxHxD): 
43 x 170 x 33 cm. 

Weight: 25 kg

PELLET – FLAMEHEATERS
These patio heaters function completely CO2 neutral
and are also cost effective. 

It’s simple: filling, lighting and burning.

  Burns on wood pellets.

  No electrical connection required.

  Without smoke: complete combustion.

  Ready for use in just a few minutes.

  Practical in maintenance and cleaning.

Etna Pellet Flame Heater
With 10 kg pellets Etna burns for more 
than 4.5 hours!

Size (WxHxD):  
54 x 221 x 60 cm.

Weight: 52 kg

Also available:
Woodpellets - Plospan
(bio-energy)
Weight: 10 kg. | DIN plus
Quality: ENplus A1
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Unique smokeless outdoor fireplaces for optimum enjoyment and 
warm ambiance.
Discover the most modern outdoor fireplace. Pelmondo is exclusively 
available in the Netherlands from ARPE.

Progressive and environmentally friendly
Real natural wood fire without smoke. Safe, clean and easy to use. CO2 
neutral. Wood is a renewable resource. It binds the existing CO2 in our 
atmosphere. When wood burns, the stored CO2 is released again. This 
creates a CO2 neutral cycle. Wood pellets are standardized and are 
produced regionally from natural waste wood. They burn in a controlled 
manner. Wood pellets are easily available, easy to store and cheap!

COMPACT LINE
Compact burner | perfect for commercial & private use

Pelmondo Bar Table
Pelmondo Q
Pelmondo Cube Design/Cube Table
Pelmondo Barrel

All products of the Classic line are equipped with the classic burner, 
which has a burning time of 1.5 hours. In comparison to the compact 
burner the classic burner offers a more rustic flame and fire design. The 
products of the Classic line are also available with the compact burner. 
The Lamp is equipped with a simple burner basket.

PELMONDO PELLET AND GEL FIREPLACES 

Pelmondo Bar Table

Pelmondo Cube Design
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PELMONDO PELLET- en GELHAARDEN 

BURNERS

Compact burner | perfect for commercial & private use
The compact burner offers a unique fire & flame design. It works
without electricity, purely based on nature ventilation. The biomass
combustion chamber generates a gasification process. The gas ignites always in the same place, 
creating a constant combustion. The technically perfectly coordinated primary and secondary air 
outlets create a breathtaking flame. After the fire phase, which lasts about 2.5-3 hours, the glowing 
phase follows. After about 3 hours, the ember is completely gone. The compact burner contains no 
wearing parts and is very wind stable.

Classic burner | perfect for private use
The classic burner offers a rustic fire & flame experience. The burner is mounted on a lifting plate and 
slides in flame tube. The viewer looks directly at the burning surface. After the fire phase, which lasts 
about 1.5 hours, the glowing phase follows. After about 3 hours, the  ember is completely gone.
15 grams of fine ash is leftover. We recommend this product for private use in wind-calmed zones.

Gel burner | perfect for indoor use
In most European countries it is forbidden to run an open fireplace in closed rooms. We solve this 
problem with our gel burner. The burner runs with a fuel paste. You are able to extinguish and light 
the burner as you wish. The flame is 80% smaller as the pellet flame, but also creates a very nice 
atmosphere. The burner is wind stable and can also be used outdoors.

Exchange burner | double the fire phase
Up to 6 hours of fire pleasure. The compact exchange burner doubles the burning time. This is a 
very important aspect, especially in the commercial use. If the burning process is finished, you use 
the practical handle to take out the burner from the case. Then you put the freshly filled exchange 
burner in the case. That’s it. Still hot burners are best stored in the compact burner box. The practical 
compact exchange burner can be used at all products from the Compact line. At the Bar Table the 
exchange burner set is combined with an additional ash tray. This allows to store two burners in the 
device, without the additional compact burner box.

LUXURY LINE
Pelmondo Cube Country
Pelmondo Cube Bull Leather
Pelmondo Cube Golden Eye

All products of the Luxury line are equipped with the classic burner and can be also retrofitted with the 
compact burner. The difference is in the design and the high quality materials.

Accessories
Burner case, beverage box, cooking set, filling set, isolating plate, burning gel, exchange covers to 
upgrade design.

You will find additional product information, sizes and prices on www.pelmondo.nl



GAS - FLAMEHEATERS
Enjoy atmospheric evenings on your terrace or veranda for a long time with our modern
gas flame heaters*.
*) excluding gas bottle

Eiffel 
220 cm. 
Stainless steel

Eiffel 
220 cm. Black

Sears 
190 cm.
Stainless steel

Sears 
190 cm. Black

Jin Mao 
195 cm.

Rain covers
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For Eiffel
de luxe | 220 cm.

For Eiffel
eco | 220 cm.

For Sears
black | 190 cm.



ELECTRIC HEATERS
With the Sunny Comfort electric heaters you can heat an outdoor space quickly and efficiently. 
Whether it is a terrace, a balcony or a veranda: sunny comfort patio heaters ensure that you can stay 
outside for a nice long time!

Navajo 167 cm. high | Ø 39 cm.  
Provides heat on three sides; to switch 

separately. Including LED lighting;
to be operated separately.
Including remote control.

Arrow 1500W | 60 cm. wide.

Bow 600W | 55 cm. wide
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High-quality artificial hedges from ARPE are 
almost real! 
They are of high quality, durable and very 
resistant to UV radiation. The leaves are firmly 
attached to the natural willow branches that are 
harmonically linked together. In terms of size, the 
artificial hedges can be used in almost any desired 
size: from 125 x 50 cm up to 300 x 40 cm. These 
decorative artificial hedges can be used indoors 
and outdoors and are very easy to assemble.

ARTIFICIAL HEDGES

Trellis Orange Leaf

Trellis Green Acer

Trellis Red Acer

Trellis Ivy
14



Rubber grill mat with diamond plate pattern

Stone Sheet Grill Matt | round | Natural Stone Sheet Grill Matt | round | Terrazzo

GRILL MATS

Decorative grill mats for under your grill. These 
grill mats protect your patio against spilled fats 
and oils. The grill mats are made of sturdy foil with 
a glued-on fine gravel layer in the colors natural 
brown or terrazzo gray.
We also supply fire-resistant rubber grill mats with 
a diamond plate pattern.

All grill mats are available in the following sizes:

Ø 40 cm.

Ø 60 cm.

Ø 75 cm.

Ø 100 cm.

75 x 100 cm.

75 x 150 cm.

100 x 120 cm.

100 x 150 cm.

100 x 200 cm.

100 x 270 cm.
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Our range has various models of garden fireplaces. From classic cast iron or steel fireplaces, to modern 
design fireplaces and also exclusive ceramic pot stoves.

Cast iron garden fireplaces

GARDEN FIREPLACES

1. Jupiter black: 
Ø 50 cm. | Height: 115 cm. | 32.5 kg.

2. Jupiter brown: 
Ø 50 cm. | Height: 115 cm. | 32.5 kg.

3. Saturnus: 
Ø 41 cm. | Height: 124 cm. | 50 kg.

4. Saturnus: 
Ø 50 cm. | Height: 150 cm. | 68 kg.
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Steel garden fireplaces

1. Helios: 
Ø 56 cm. | Height: 162 cm. | 22 kg.

2. Oblix: 
black | Ø 45 cm. | Height: 115 cm. | 11.5 kg.

3. Oblix: 
white | Ø 45 cm. | Height: 115 cm. | 11.5 kg.

4. Heracles: 
Ø 65 cm. | Height: 126 cm. | 50 kg.

5. Hestia: 
Ø 59 cm. | Height: 110 cm. | 49 kg.
6. Pluto: 
Ø 38 cm. | Height: 90 cm. | 12 kg.

7. Mars: 
Ø  45 cm. | Height: 130 cm. | 12.5 kg.

8. Venus: 
Ø 55 cm. | Height: 142 cm. | 22.5 kg.

9. Zeus: 
Ø 75 cm. | Height: 152 cm. | 35 kg.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

1 2 3 4



Pot Stove Extreme: black XL | Ø 44 cm. | Height: 108 cm.

Pot Stove Extreme: light brown XL | Ø 51 cm | Height: 132 cm.

CERAMIC POT STOVES
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FIRE BOWLS
With the steel fire bowls from ARPE Garden Innovations you can safely light a fire in your garden or on 

your terrace. A fire bowl gives a particularly cozy atmosphere! They are more than just patio heaters, 

they are also mood makers and eye-catchers in the garden. Available in various sizes and designs. The 

eathenware fire bowl Extreem is the most luxurious fire bowl in our range; you can even barbecue on it!

Extreem: brown | Ø 75 cm. | 56 kg.
incl. barbecue grill

Alrenal: Ø 70 cm. Alrenal: Ø 80 cm.

Edna: Ø 52 cm. | black
incl. lid/bonnet

Edna: Ø 52 cm. | white
incl. lid/bonnet

Extreem: black | Ø 75 cm. | 56 kg. 
incl. barbecue grill
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Our beautiful fireplaces* for outdoor use are made of sturdy composite with a natural look. They have a 

15kW burner and are UV resistant. The fireplaces are supplied including lava stones.

*) excluding gas bottle

Contemporary gas fireplaces*
for outdoor use. Made from sturdy

material with a trendy wood look.

UV resistant with a 12.5 kW burner.

With a beautiful visible flame.

*) excluding gas bottle

Large Stone:
88 x 88 x 71 cm. 

GAS FIREPLACES - OUTDOOR
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Vintage Wood look:
68 x 68 x 52 cm. 

Concrete Grey look:
68 x 68 x 52 cm. 

Silver Rattan look:
68 x 68 x 52 cm. 

Fire Pit Grey
60 x 60 x 74 cm. (excl. glass construction)

60 x 60 x 88 cm. (as pictured)
Electronic ignition. Side panels: black 

powder coating. Stainless steel:
burner, edge and cover.

Fire Crate Wood look 
60 x 60 x 40,6 cm. Incl. glass
construction and electronic
ignition. Side panels: black

powder coating. Stainless steel: 
burner, edge and cover.

Rusty Steel look:
68 x 68 x 52 cm.

Dark Rattan look:
68 x 68 x 52 cm.

Wood Trunk look:
 Ø 104 /110 x 52 cm.

(no glass construction possible)

Also available separately:
Glass construction and ceramic “wooden logs”



Rusty Steel look:
68 x 68 x 52 cm.

STONE LINER

We at ARPE Garden Innovations designed this 

decorative stone liner ourselves and we manufacture 

it in-house. Ponds, streams and waterfalls in the 

garden are naturally finished with stone liner. Our 

stone liner is flexible and easy to install. It does not 

absorb water and has natural colors.

We deliver stone liner to stores on large rolls that 

fit our stone liner display. We also deliver smaller 

dimensions (pre-packed) as well as pre-cut stone 

sheet.

Stone liner is supplied as standard in the colors 

Natural and Terrazzo in the following widths: 30, 

490, 50, 60, 100 and 120 cm. Any length is possible. 

Different sizes and other colors are also possible 

upon request.
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Placemats and table runners

Stone sheet for model building
sizes from 14 x 30 cm.



Draingrit has the same characteristics as our stone liner, except for its water permeability. As a result, 

Draingrit is also suitable as a weed protection film, for planters, water features and natural borders. It 

can also be used as a sidewalk, anti-slip mat and on a roof terrace; in combination with the innovative 

expoxy. It simply is a perfect product for garden and bedding!

Draingrit is available in the colors  Natural and Terrazzo.

Available in the following widths: 30, 40, 50, 60, 100 and 120 cm. Any lenght is possible.

DRAINGRIT
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LED FLAME LIGHTS Atmospheric electric LED flame lights, 
in a bowl or with a campfire look.
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LED atmospheric fire, bowl

LED atmospheric campfire



Arpe B.V.
De Stek 5a
1771 SP  Wieringerwerf
The Netherlands
 
Phone    +31(0)227-606030
Email     info@arpe.nl
Website    www.arpe.nl
Dutch Ch. of Commerce     37131384
VAT no    NL818081879B01
IBAN no    NL29ABNA0597161526

grills • grill mats • garden fireplaces • fire bowls • heaters • pellet stoves • stone liner • draingrit


